Panthera
In an ever changing digital landscape with a rise in sophisticated cyber attacks, advanced
attackers traverse your network at speed- vastly increasing their potential impact as time passes. 



Snode Panthera disables attacks and defends vulnerable systems through its real time, automated
response system. This novel approach augments your cybersecurity team and defends targeted
vulnerable systems from persistent attackers.



Much like a airborne fighter would deploy an intense flare to attract and destroy an enemy
heat-seeking missile. Snode Panthera achieves the same by automatically deploying a defensive
countermeasure in real time. This precision digital defensive acts without data decryption,
network interception, business interruption or human intervention.

In a progressive digital landscape of systemic vulnerability, where threats
persist and attacks are inevitable, the only way to defend against the
unknown is to have a strategy that includes real-time, automated,
countermeasure deployment.
Nithen Naidoo


CEO and Founder, Snode Technologies

How it works

When Snode Panthera detects a
precursor to an attack, it will
pre-emptively counter the attack
and disable the attacker,
preventing exploitation and
system compromise. It does so by
rapidly shielding vulnerable
systems and simultaneously
blocking the attacker without
intercepting or interrupting
business communications.

Benefits

S

Real-time, 24/7 automated threat detection
and response without any human
intervention. 

Defence against potentially compromised
3rd party networks, cloud-based platforms
and devices.

Protection for vulnerable unpatched,
misconfigured or unsupported operating
systems and firmware.

Automatically reducing MTR (mean time to
respond) and ADT (attacker dwell time) by
containing threats in real-time.

node Technologies
Snode protects clients across 

6 continents, in over 75
client environments across
more than 5 million devices.

Snode encourages the embrace of
the new emerging technology
landscape with confidence. We help
achieve superior performance using
technology; empowered by our
innovative, bespoke cyber defence
solutions which protect, enhance
and strengthen your organisation.
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